


Panel descriptions

9-12  SAMPLE MODE Buttons
NORMAL - Sample rate of your sound card (SR)

LOFI 1 - SR/2

LOFI 2 - SR/4

REVERSE - Reverses each chop as they’re played back

13  ZOOM Buttons
Used to zoom in and out on the SUsed to zoom in and out on the START/END Editor.

14-18  SEQUENCE EDIT Buttons
RANDOM 1 - Randomizes every chop independently

RANDOM 2 - Randomizes chops in even pairs

RESET - Initializes chops to original order of the sample

ROTATE LEFT - Rotates the chops within the set range one step to the left

ROTATE RIGHT - Rotates the chops within the set range one step to the right

19  19  PATTERN SELECT Indicator
Indicates which pattern is active, selected with MIDI keys C1-B1.

20  CHOP SEQUENCE Sliders
Allow you to rearrange the order of the chops manually.

21  PITCH STEP Sliders
Allow you to change the pitch change of the step relative to which note is played back.

22  RANGE Slider
Sets the playback range of the active pattern.Sets the playback range of the active pattern.
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FAQ & Troubleshooting

THE SOUND DISAPPEARED AFTER EDITING START AND END POINTS
Wiggle the start or end points a little bit and it will return. I have no idea why this happens sometimes, he’s pretty old.

IT SOUNDS TOTALLY DIFFERENT AFTER EXPORTING A PROJECT
Mr. Sample calculates his moves based on your current sample rate, make sure you export your audio in the same sample rate as your 

soundcard is set to making the project.

THE SAMPLE SOUNDS DIFFERENT THAN BEFORE AND I HAVEN’T EVEN EXPORTED
Chances are the sample rate of your soundcard was changed from the moment you set the sample up, for the same reason as above he will Chances are the sample rate of your soundcard was changed from the moment you set the sample up, for the same reason as above he will 

have trouble knowing what to play back. Wiggling the Grain Size knob will trigger a recalculation and you should be back on track.

CAN I MAKE FULL BEATS USING THE PATTERN SEQUENCER LIKE ON A SP-303?
No, Mr. Sample only holds one sample at a time and is focused on timestretching and mangling that sample. You can have multiple instances 

of him with different patterns in each one though.

I’M DROPPING AN MP3 ON THE BIG BLACK WINDOW AND NOTHING IS HAPPENING 
To load a sample, drop it on the “DROP SAMPLE” icon, and it must be in WAV format.

I’M I’M USING ABLETON LIVE AND I’M TRYING TO DROP A SAMPLE FROM THE ARRANGEMENT BUT I CAN’T
Ableton Live locks all the recordings from the current session for some reason. Saving the project and re-opening the program will enable

you to import any recent recordings from that session.

THE ANSWER TO MY QUESTION IS NOT HERE
I probably haven’t thought of it, please email contact@blezzbeats.com so I can help you out and update the FAQ.



A lá carte

HUMBOX (VST/VST3/AU)
A way of playing the talkbox without the talkbox. HumBox has 12 different multisampled articulations that you can play

in realtime, emulating the sound of the real deal.

GAME MAN (SAMPLE PACK)
No lame plain PW bullshit, 100% kickass raw sounds made on the Game Boy. Make authentic sounding chiptunes, 

or spice them up to your liking in an ultra modern production!

DANGERUZ (SAMPLE PACK)
Dangeruz is packed with one-shots processed from different old records, everything from drums, bass & playable instruments

to effects. Instant boom bap sound. 

AMAZING DRUMS (SAMPLE PACK)
A bunch of heavy hitting one-shot drum sounds designed and processed from scratch with both real and synthesized sounds.

KEEP YOUR EYES ON BLEZZBEATS.COM AND @BLEZZBEATS

4-BIT BREAKBEATS (SAMPLE PACK)
A sample pack including a set of really, I mean really lofi breakbeats. All of these samples were meticulously imported into

a real Game Boy, chopped and sequenced and recorded back. Great for some lofi junglist sprinkles.


